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WHY COPENHAGEN?

INSIDER'S GUIDE TO

COPENHAGEN

The Danish capital has it all: colorful waterfront
promenades, elaborate palaces, fine dining, local
beer, and more bikes per capita than almost any
other country in the world. Visitors can get their
adrenaline pumping on a rollercoaster at Tivoli
Gardens, discover Viking weaponry at the
Nationalmuseet, or explore the city's numerous
secluded parks and gardens. With culture and
history at every turn, why not Copenhagen?

Hygge & Happiness Walking Tour: Highlights
include a stop at the Rosenborg Castle Gardens
and coffee and a Danish pastry at a local café. 

Half Day Morning Biking Tour: This three-hour
tour includes many of the city's well-known
landmarks and some of its better-kept secrets. 

Private Full Day Walking Tour: The waterfront
district of Nyhavn and the Amalienborg Palace 
headline this six-hour walking excursion.



WHERE TO STAY

NOTEWORTHY SITES

AGENT INFO

Comfort Hotel Vesterbro: This budget hotel is just
steps from Copenhagen Central Station in the heart
of the trendy Vesterbro district. 

Copenhagen Admiral: Exposed wooden beams and
interior brickwork lend comfort and charm to this
property, near some of the city's best attractions. 

Nyhavn 71 (pictured): Newly renovated and
situated right on the waterfront, this four-star hotel
is available only by special request.

Rosenborg Castle and the King's Garden: Once
home to King Christian IV, this 17th-century Dutch-
Renaissance castle now offers visitors a glimpse of
the royal life. The adjacent King's Garden features
a rose garden and numerous sculptures. 

Nyhavn: One of the city's most emblematic sights,
this waterfront district is home to an eclectic mix
of colorful restaurants, cafes, bars, and jazz clubs.
It's also a starting gate for canal tours of the city. 

Nationalmuseet: Denmark's National Museum
takes visitors on a journey through Danish
prehistory and the Middle Ages and Renaissance.
Collections include a 3,500-year-old Sun Chariot
and relics from the time of the Vikings. 

Noma: The dazzling second incarnation of this two-
Michelin-starred restaurant features greenhouses,
a rooftop garden, and fresh, seasonal ingredients. 
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